Separation of substituted aromatic isomers with porous graphitic carbon in subcritical fluid chromatography.
The ability of porous graphitic carbon (PGC) to separate structural isomers has been reported in high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). This paper presents studies carried out in subcritical fluid chromatography (SubFC). Various polar and nonpolar modifiers were added to the carbon dioxide mobile phase, in proportions ranging from 5 to 40%. The effects of both the nature and the percentage of the modifier on aromatic isomer separations were studied. Two types of selectivity behaviour appear. The first one, related to steric recognition, is due to the number of contact points between the compounds and the flat surface of PGC. In this case, retention orders are often identical to that reported in HPLC. The second is related to the favourable interaction between the polar moieties of the solutes and the stationary phase. In this case, the retention and selectivity strongly depend on the mobile phase composition. Thus, the separations obtained are greatly enhanced, compared to those obtained in HPLC. The retention and selectivity variations observed when the composition of the mobile phase is changed are discussed based on linear solvation energy relationships (LSERs). Practical applications are presented, namely benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes (BTEX) and flavour molecules separations.